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Pledging under scrutiny

Campus Life Committee
Discusses Greek Societies

McDonald's
Opening Soon
A McDonald's Restaurant is
scheduled to open soon in Collegeville.
The facility will be located at
the Intersection of Routes 422 and
29.
In addition to providi~g the
area with a modern, quality-conscious restaurant, the Collegeville
McDonald's is expected to employ between 80 and 100 people,
many of whom will be drawn
from the' immediate area. The
restaurant also offers job opportunities for high school and
college students as well as homemakers who want to work on a
part-time basis.
Manager William Mayer said it
will be open 6 a.m. to 11 p.m.
seven days a week, serving
McDonald's breakfast menu as
well as the famous hamburgers
and related items on which the
company built its reputation.
For customer convenience, the
restaurant also features a "drive
. through" service window for
those patrons who wish to "take
out" their order; ample parking is
also provided.
McDonald's / Collegeville,
which will seat 114 people, reflects a tastefully conservative
decor with a railroad motif, rich ill
dark panelling, "preserving the
historic setting" of the town,
according to the manager.
The restaurant will also offer
tours to school groups and other
organizations wishing to view
first-hand the operations of a
first-class fast service restaurant.
Parents are also encouraged to
schedule birthday parties to give

their children a special settjng for
the occasion.
"We welcome everyone to visit
our new restaurant and we look
forward to serving the community
in many ways in the coming
years, " said Mayer.

by Debbie Scimeca '84
The Campus Life Committee
and representatives from campus
fraternities and sororities met last
Thursday to learn the opinions of
the Greek Societies regarding
proposals made in the report of
the Committee on Values. During
this meeting, the proposals were
clarified and different viewpoints
were discussed. The following is
the section of the report that was
questioned.
Report of the
Committee on Values
III.C.3. Greek Societi.,es
Fraternities and sororities are a
significant element in the social
life of Ursinus College. Unfortunately, some of the activities in
which they engage are not compatible with the values of the
college as set forth in the mission
statement. Because students who
pledge fraternities in their freshman year frequently suffer academically due to the. investment

Placed 2nd at Regionals ...

of time and energy required, we faculty, and administration compropose that no pledging take mittee consider the above proposals.
place during the freshman year.
In regard to the first half of the
Furthermore, in order to assure
that interference with the intellec- first proposal, the Greek societies
tual and moral atmosphere of the were in agreement with the
college be kept within reasonable suggestion that no one on acabounds, we propose (1) that no demic probation should be allowone on academic probation or who ed to pledge, but disagreed with
receives two or more academic the suggestions regarding warnwarning slips in academic term be ing slips. Pointed out was that
permitted to pledge or to continue sororities attempt to fill their
(Continued on Plge Six)
to pledge; (2) that the pledging be
limited to seven days over three
weeks: and (3) that the Greek
letter societies recognize that
personal degradation is not compatible with college values and
conduct all activities in a spirit
which promotes respect for individuals as they develop a sense of
brotherhood and sisterhood. We
support the Campus Life Committee's recommendation 01
by Stephanie Kane '83
March 24, 1980, and recommend
Although Ursinus can take
that the Campus Life Committee
pride with its clean campus, the
and its proposed joint student,
scene sometimes changes when
the weekends roll around. Maid
service ends on Friday at 3:00,
and from this point on the debris
piles up until the following Monday.
One of the worst areas for trash
accumulation is the quad area in
New ~en's Dorm. Because of this
offense. The rest of the game was concern, a clean-up plan has, been
totally in Ursinus' hands, as the organized under the supervision
defense prevented .any penetra- of Dean David Rebuck. The
tion into their own circle. The fraternities taking part in this
offense did not sit back as they program are Alpha Phi Epsilon,
pressed the Maryland defense Pi Omega Delta, Sigma Rho
several times. The Bears took the Lambda, and Zeta Chi, with each
game by a score of 2-0.
fraternity assigned to a specified
On Saturday, November 8, the area in the quad.
Bears entered the second leg of
The frats are expected to empty
the tournament. This _game was all trash cans into the dumpster
and return the trash cans to the
(Continued on Pea. Six)
suites, sweep all walkways and
stairwells, and pick up litter. The
groups are provided with brooms
and trash bags, and the work is
expected to be completed by
12:00 noon.
Each resident in New Men's
Dorm benefits from the program,
and the fraternities also benefit as
they are paid S10 per week for
their efforts. The plan is only in
experimental stages at this point,
but if, after evaluation, it proves
to be working in a positive
direction, the program will continue, perhaps with more groups
involved.

Field Hockey Heading
For Nationals
by Jean Morrison '83
The Ursinus Field Hockey
Team traveled to the University of
Maryland this past weekend,
November 7-9, to participate in
hockey's Regional Tournament.
They left Ursinus'ranked third in
the tournament and fifth in the
National Coaches' Poll. They
came home second and third in
each poll, respectively. The Bears
are also ranked fourth for the
National Tournament. The Region,al seeding set the Bears up
against the University of Maryland, Lock Haven and Penn State,
and against each of these opponents the Bears played their best
games of the season.
Ursinus' first game on Friday,
November 7, was played against
the University of Maryland. The
Bears were psyched as they
prepared to avenge an earlier
season loss to the Terrapins.
Maryland gained initial dominance in the first five minutes of
the game. Ursinus, however,
gained some momentum as senior

co-captain Laurie Holmes scored
the game's first goal. A free hit
was awarded to Ursinus, and
Senior Debbie Tweed hit the ball
in toward the goal. Holmes,
swung and topped the ball. The
goalie was blocked out and the
ball dribbled slowly overthe line.
The second goal of the half gave
the Bears total dominance. Junior
Traci Davis flicked a beautiful
shot into the corner after an
original shot from the Ursinus
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Off The Editor's Desk
The women's hockey team leaves for illinois on Monday
morning. It's time for Nationals again, and naturally, Urslnus'
squad Is taking part in the competition. One might say that's
typical, traditional or just another part of a school year at
Urslnus. However, because of the level of excellence that the
hockey team has traditionally maintained, many people may
overlook the prestige and respectability of this playoff position.
• Of the 16 collegiate hockey teams that will be competing for
the national title, Ursinus remains as the only small, private
college to take part in the . competition. Amona the national
powerhouses taking part in the event are such teams as Penn
State, San Jose State, William and M_ary and the University of
New Hampshire. Despite the mere size of each of these schools,
the most recent national polls have ranked the Bears third In the
country. Think of it. Our team, from a small school In
southeastern Pennsylvania with 1100 students, is rated the
country's third best!
Although the hockey team does this well quite frequently, the
support they receive during regular season play is a disgrace.
Rarely is there more than about 25 Ursinus spectators at home
games, and the manner in which the players are transported to
far-away games is down-right scary (the College vans). It's
comforting to know they'll be flying to Illinois for the
Nationals ... or are they?
My only fear related to this situation is that Ursinus did not
appreciate the team's achievements when they happened. I
hope we can continue to draw outstanding female athletes in the
future, but the odds are not in favor of this reality.
Unfortunately, the big schools have the big bucks, and athletic
scholars~ips are the name of the game. This year as In many
years in the past, Ursinus' team has proven that it can be
championship material without being bought.
As the team prepares to depart for its vie for the National
title, I, for one, would like the team to know that it has already
proven to the nation that it is of championship caliber. If your
efforts should prove victorious in Illinois, just consider it icing
'on an already magnificent cake. Third place already - it's
incredible!
Good luck ladies. I hope this small bit of "inspiration" proves
that you are respected.- you are supported, and you are our
Champs!

One further note about another group that traditionally
receives very little support: the Ursinus Band. While at the
football game last Saturday, I had the pleasure of listening to
UC's musicians. Despite their limited size, the Band sounded
like a true football band, with the traditional fight songs,
marches and crowd pleasers. I was particularly delighted by a
tune that I played with my high school band, "The Horse!"
The thing that interested me the most, as it does with many
other campus groups, is that none of these student musicians
had to take the time to entertain the football crowds. It's a
volunteer activity, the reward for which is only satisfaction. This
satisfaction may be better satisfied with a little more crowd
support (I.e. applause).
So to all UC Band members, I'll be listening tomorrow, and
enjoying every minute of it. Don't forget "The Horse!"
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SAC
Allocation
Misstatement
A misleading point of information and a typographical error
were the cause of some reader
concern last week regarding our
article "Breakdown For SAC
Allocations Explored" in the November 7 issue. The first error
was made when we reported that
the Treasurer's Office is responsible for deciding on "financial
allocations for the various organizations on campus." This is not
the case. Rather, the Student
Activities Committee is responsible for the variouS' allocations.
In addition, we accidentally
overlooked a typographical error
during proofreading concerning
the increased Student Activities
Fee for the 1981-82 school year.
The fee will be S15, and not S14 as
our article stated.
On behalf of The Grizzly staff,
we hope our readers will pardon
these oversights.

Ursinus News Brie.fs
Honors For Ursinus Faculty Member
Professor Eugene H. Miller, Chairman of the Political Science
Department at Ursinus College, has been honored in two recent,
unrelated events.
The Honorable Hermann F. Eilts, former U.S. ambassador to Egypt
and a 1943 graduate of Ursinus, has endowed a commencement prize
for the College named in honor of his former teacher as The Professor
Eugene H. Miller Prize.
Ursinus President Richard P. Richter said the prize was established
by Ambassador Eilts "in appreciation for Dr. Miller's inspiring
teaching, his wise and valuable counsel, his good humor and
continuing friendship - all in the finest traditions of the Ursinus
faculty." He added that the prize would be awarded annually for the
best student essay in the field of political science.
In another development, Dr. Miller was selected for membership in
the Men's Committee of the Japan International Christian University
Foundation. The Foundation, a New York based, non-profit
organization, provides supportive service and development for the
International Christian University, a notable, liberal arts college and
graduate school in Tokyo for students from many countries around the
world. The Men's Committee works for improved international
understanding and support for the university.
Profess,or Miller has been teaching at Ursinus College since 1935,
and as Visiting Professor, Fulbright Scholar and lecturer at other
institutions in the U.S. and Abroad, most recently in the People's
Republic of China.

College Presents Rafferty Art Exhibit

An exhibition of paintings by Audubon artist Ed Rafferty opened this
week and continues daily through December 10 in the Ursinus College
Myrin Library. Free and open to the public, hours are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
weekdays and Saturdays, and 1 to 9 p.m. Sundays.
Among his work on view is a watercolor painting of historic Yellow
Springs Hotel, Yellow Springs (PA), which won first prize at the
Towsontown (MD) Spring Festival, a first at the Perkiomen Valley Art
League, and a second at the Conshohocken Art League.
Rafferty also has exhibited locally at the Greater Norristown Art
League, Upper Merion Cultural Center and Malvern Art League,
and has received many art awards. His paintings are represented in
In last week's issue, we featur- private collections in New York and the tri-state area, as well as the
ed a story on page three entitled . Norristown School District and The Great Frame Up, in Wayne.
"Foreign Language Lunches OfA graduate of Philadelphia's Hussian School of Art, the young artist
fered To Students." Early in the enjoys working with pen and ink, acrylic, watercolor and mixed media.
article, it was stated that "Three
Foreign Language Clubs, French,
Spanish, and German, along with
- reparation for discharging seven
the ald of the .Foreign Language To the Editor:
fire extinguishers or appearing in
Department, will have a special
Having read, "Weekend Crime court. With either option, they
lunch once a week . . .
Continues in New Men's Dormi- have been debarred permanently
Soon after the paper was tory," I wish to elaborate on the
released, it was brought to our actions taken by the Dean of from Unions College. Campus
attention that there are two Students Office concerning this security will enforce this sanction.
foreign language departments at incident. After thorough investi- The offender opted to pay $700.00
Ursinus: German and Romance gation by Dean Richard J. What- in fines for discharging the seven
Languages. Our story implied ley, the offenders were identified fire extinguishers. Each offender
will be asked to sign a statement
that there was only one.
and requested to appear. A
The Grizzly staff apologizes for representative for the three men indicating that he will not return
this oversight, and hopes that we discussed the incident in depth to Ursinus College.
Sincerely yours,
did not inconvenience anyone with Dean Whatley. Admitting
Ruth R. Harris
with the invalid information.
guilt, they were given a choice of
Dean of Students

More Than

-One

Department

~eader Rebouri~

PLAnERS 'N PINS PLUS
ANNIVERSARY $ALE
USED 8 TRACK TAPES $1.25 EACH
5 FOR $5.00
ALL WRANGLER PANTS '9.99 VALUES TO $15.99
TURTLE NECKS & THERMAL SHIRTS 50 0/0 OFF
USf rou. STUDfNT ID fOR 10% Off REGULAR PRICED
ALBUMS, TAPES, JERSEYS, WARM UP SUITS, SHIRTS AND OTHER
Collegeville Shopping Center
489·2022
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USGANotes
Recently, the topic of discussion at the USGA meetings
has been student representation on administrative and
faculty committees. Although
in the past few months students have been appointed to
committees such as the Library Committee and the Expository . Writing Committee,
there are many other organizations which do not have
input from students.
Some examples of committees in which students have no
say are the Athletics Committee, the Computer Policy Committee, the Academic Council,
the Advisory Committee on
Faculty Promotion and Tenure
Faculty Development Com.'
mittee and College Scholars.
The USGA feels that students' views should be taken
into consideration whenever
decisions concerning any campus policy are made. As the
weeks progress, the USGA will
discuss the pros and cons and

possibilities of getting permission to be voting members on
these committees. Also,
guidelines for those already on
committees are being set up so
that the students are aware of
their responsibilities and will
do the best job.
For students to improve the
campus, then they should be
able to have policy input.
Therefore, the USGA will do
their utmost to become involved in these com~ittees ..
However, other students must
help out, too. Interested students are needed to fill the
places on these committees. If
this campus is to be improved,
then our participation is needed. Come out and get involved.
Thursdays at 6:30 in Corson
Board Room - your ideas are
needed I
Theresa Pavletich
Record Secretary
Ursinus Student
Government Association
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Policy Unveiled for Gym
by Alan MIller '83
After several weeks of discussions, rewritings and meetings,
the Ursinus Student Government
Association and President Richard P. Richter approved the
guidelines for use of the recentlyopened Utility Gymnasium. The
guidelines will be reviewed by the
Dean of Students Office and the
USGA during March, 1981, to
insure that they are functioning
effectively.
Nelson Williams, Business
Manager of the College, is responsible for the scheduling of all
events in the building. Thi!.
means that the Athletic Department and the Dean of Students
Office will schedule activities
through
the
Treasurer's
Office. The Treasurer's Office

will coordinate scheduling, and the Dean of Students Office.
The sponsoring group should
will evaluate the effectiveness of
have a subcommittee for providthe Utility Gym.
The Utility Gym is available for ing a program of entertainment.
campus parties. The sponsors of a Several students must be apparty in the Utility Gym with pointed for the task of maintainalcoholic beverages must meet ing civil behavior. Alcoholic bevspecific guidelines. The sponsors erages should not be served to
must set up ash trays, trash cans people who overindulge.
All social functions held in the
and enough chairs to seat at least
a third of the expected turnout.' Utility Gym must end by 1:00
The sponsors must display a sign a.m. to allow for adequate clean
reminding minors of the state law up time. Clean-up equipment will
on alcohol. Only those people who be provided by the Administrahave purchased tickets in advance tion. Clean-up must meet the
may attend the party. All visitors satisfaction of the Dean of Stumust be accompanied to the social dents' Office and must be completed by 2:00 a.m.
function by an Ursinus host.
One controversial requirement
Party sponsors must provide
food and non-alcoholic beverages states that the sponsors should
in ample quantity. The amount of find at least three faculty or staff
alcohol must be agreed upon by members to attend as guests for
at least part of the evening. The
students feel that it will not be
possible to get three faculty or
staff members to attend a campus
party. However, Administration
activities.
feels that if the sponsors try hard
The resolution reads, "Be It
enough, they can find three
Resolved That The National Inwilling staff members. To make
terfraternity Conference hereby
the chore of getting staff memunequivocally repeats its historic
bers to attend a campus party, the
repudiation of any pre-initiation
Administration is cQrhpiling a list
practices antithetical to the laws
of those faculty or staff members
and underlying principles for
who would be interested in atwhich each member fraternity
tending a campus party. This
stands; further, that this body
particular requirement will be
expects each fraternity to take
reviewed by November 15th,
appropriate action to implement
1980. The groups that have
the intent of this resolution; and
already had parties in the Utility
further, that the Conference not
Gym have been able to meet thi!.
only records its continuing disaprequirement.
proval of hazing in the strongest
A copy of the Utility Gym
possible terms, but declares its
Guidelines is available in the
intention to monitor closely the
Dean of Students Office to any
incidence of this activity through
sponsor wishing to hold a social
the establishment of a special ad
activity. in ,the Utility Gym. The
hoc committee for such pu~ose."
Utility Gym Guidelines will require any party sponsor to plan in
advance.

Nat'l. Frat Against Hazing
Every national or international
college fraternity that is a member of the National Interfraternity
Conference is opposed to hazing
in any form. The 52-member
organization has approved a
statement against hazing practices which has been specifically
endorsed by all member fraternities.
. Restating the historic repudiation of any pre-initiation or initiation practices against the laws
and principles of the fraternities,
the resolution against hazing
states the Conference fully expects each fraternity to take appropriate action to implement the
intent of the legislation. As a
further step, the Conference has
established a monitoring committee to note the incidence of hazing

Ruby Announces Photo Schedule En Garde,
Helfferlch Front Steps
12:00 WAA
12:05 FCA
12: 15 Bike Club
12:20 Campus Gold
Library Steps
12:25 Org. Jewish Students
12:35 Org. Commuting Day
Students
12:45 Library Aides
12:50 Tour Guides
Bomberger Front Steps
2:30 Pre-Legal Society
2:35 Pi Gamma Mu
2:45 IF Representatives
2:50 IS Representatives
Union Steps
3:00 Men's Campus Council
3:05 Grizzly
3:15 Class of '82 Reps.
3:25 Class of '84 Reps.
3:25 Photo Club
Quad Steps
3:35 French Club
3:45 German Club
3:55 Italian Club
4:00 RA's
Life Science Bldg.
4: 10 Science Aides (Lab

Ass'ts., etc.)
4:20 Brownbeck-Anders
4:15 Biology Club
Pfahler
4:30 Beardwood Chemical
Wismer Lounge
4:40 Psychology Club
4:45 Young RepUblicans
4:50 Int. Relations Club.
Music Practice Room
5:00 Jazz Band
Bomberger Auditorium
5:05 Pep Band
5:15 Class of '81 Reps.
5:20 Lantern
Paisley Lounge
5:30 Women's Campus Council
5:40 WRUC
6:45 Chi Alpha
8:50 Education Club
Bomberger Shlproom
6:00 Pi Nu Epsilon
6:10 Newman Society
Bomberger Auditorium
6:20 Inter-Varsity
6:30 USGA
Cafeteria
6:40 Wismer Employees

Library
6:50 Whitians
7:00 Campus Life
Union Conf. Room
7:05 Union Program Band
Snack Bar
7:10 Snack Bar
H any clubs or organizations
have been missed, please contact Tom Cole, 944 Main St.
(489-9897). Frats and Sororities will be taken In the spring.
Please be prompt for your
picture. It will be taken only at
time shown.

Ursinus!

(Continued from Pege Five)

the Fencing Clinic that night, an
impromptu Fencing Club has
been formed here at Ursinus. The
club, conducted by Dr. George
Fago and Mr. T.J. Arnold, meets
every Tuesday and Thursday
afternoon. No experience is
necessary.
To temporarily live the life of a
swashbuckler, to learn selfdefense, or to trick your body into
shape, fencing is the sport.

Power House
Flea Market

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Address an~ stuff enveiopes at

Rt. 29, Collegeville
HOURS: Sunday 9-6

home. 5800 per month possible. Any age or location.
Offer, send 51 (refundable) to:

Triple "S"
16243-258 Cajon
Hesperia, Cal.
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Special to the Grizzly .•.

"Elephant Man" Seen As Statement
On Human Behavior
'

CompUedby
Howard Miller '83
GCC Plymouth Meeting Mall I !
&11
,
Germantown Pk., Pa. turnpike I
by ingrid Meier
(825-0312)
,
The Elephant Man, David
1] It's My Tum (R)
Lynch's new movie about the final
2:00, 3:50, 5:40, 7:30,
days of a hideously deformed
9:20 (til Nov. 20th)
2] Somewhere In Time (PG) , side-show freak in Victorian
London, is a shocking eye-opener
2:00, 3:50, 5:50, 7:40,
which should not be missed. Not
9:40 (till Nov. 27th)
only is the film a touching
GCC Valley Forge I & II
biographical presentation, but it
(265-2980)
also gives the viewer a unique
Sheraton Hotel, Route 363,
and rather startling insight into
King of Prussia (265-2980)
the mind of a severely handi1] Private Benjamin (R)
capped human being, Through
Mon.-Fri. 7:45, 9:50
the magnificent performances of
Sat.-Sun. 1:30, 3:30, 5:30,
John Hurt in the title role and
7:45,9:30
Anthony Hopkins as Sir Frederick
2] All that Jazz(R)
Treves, the doctor who cares for
Mon.-Fri. 7:10, 9:25
him, the audience comes to love
Sat. & Sun. 2, 4:15, 7:15,
and pity John Merrick, the
9:25
Elephant 'Man. Hurt's superb
Budco Plymouth Cinema
portrayal forces the viewer to look
Ridge and Butler_ Pks., Conbeyong the repulsiveness of
shohocken (828-tOOO)
Merrick's deformities into the '
Schizoid (R)
beauty of his child like soul:
7:30,9:15
Lynch utilizes many marvelous
Eric King Twin
techniques which definitely enValley Forge Shopping Ctr.,
hance the effect of his movie.
King of Prussia (265-2776)
Although he uses black and white
1] The Stunt Man(PG)
film to make the nineteenth
Mon.-Fri. 7:20, 9:35century London setting more
Sat. & Sun., 1:30, 3:30,
memories of The Hunchback of
5:30, 7:30, '1:30
Notre Dame and other horror
Norris Theatre
125 W. Main St., Norristown
flicks, He builds suspense and
(275-0935)
forces attention by repeatedly
The Big Brawl ($1.50)
preventing the audience from
seeing Merrick's grossly misFri. & Sat. 7:15, 9:30
shapen body and presenting only
Sun. 8:00
the other characters' terror when
Eric 3 Montgomeryville
they see the Elephant Man.
Rts. 202 & 309 Montgomeryvilkle (248-1515)
When Merrick finally is seen, the
1] Ordinary Peopie (R)
animal-like snorting which comes
1:00, 3:05, 5:tO, 7:20,
9:30
2] The Stunt Man (R)
2, 4:30, 7, 9:30
3] Close Encounter of the
,ThIrd KInd: Special Edition
(PG)
,
1,4:30,7,9:30
by Diane Nlemy
Eric Twin Plaza
ProTheatre's production of GilRts. 202 & 363 & Expwy.,
bert and Sullivan's play Trial by
King of Prussia (265-2700,
Jury opened on Thursday, No265-3456)
vember 6 at the new Ritter
1] Ordinary People (R)
Center. The play was directed by
2, 4:30, 7, 9:30
Dr. Joyce Henry, with piano
2J Close Encounters of the
accompaniment provided by Mr.
Tblrd Kind: Special Edition
John French, Director of the
(PG)
Music Department. The play was
2,4:30, 7, 9:30
also presented on Friday and
Eric Twin West Goshen
Saturday, November 7 and 8.
(431-1020)
The play is about a young
Rt. 202 & Paoli Pike, Next to
woman who is pressing suit
K-Mart (431-t020)
against her lover for breach of
1] Caddyshack(R)
1:20, 3:20, 5:20, 7:20, I promise. The young woman was
portrayed by Mary Anne Carney,
9:20
I
and the "defendant" was played
2] It's My Tum (R)
by Allen Gerber.
1:00, 2:40, 4:20, 0:00,
The play opened with the jury
7:40,9:30
filing into a courtroom. The
Budco 309 Cinema 3
, defendant was then ushered to
Rt, 63, Montgomeryville
his stand where he pleaded his
(646-4551)
innocence within the framework
1] Fade to Black (R)
of a humorous song written for
2, 3:55, 5:50, 7:45,
the original play. The judge
9:40
played by Dr. John Wickersham,
2] Private BenJamin (R)
was introduced and he then took
1:45,3:45,5:45, 7:45,
precedence over his court after'
9:45
explaining how he had become a
3] Hopscotch (R)
judge by marrying the daughter
1,3:55,5:50, 7:45,
of an important town judge and
9:40
I

from beneath the eerie cloak
covering his entire body prepares
the viewer for the worst.
Fortunately, Lynch tastefully
presents Merrick after adequately
preparing the audience for the
tremendous shock. A remarkably
realistic make-up job trasforms
the John Hurt we remember 'as
Raskolnikov in the recent P.B.S.
production of Crime and PunJshment into ~ gnarled mass of
tumorous growths. Actually, because of the long period of
preparation which readies the
audience for a far worse sight
than could ever be produced on
film, Merrick appears more childlike than freakish; as a result of
Hurt's excellent acting ability,
the Elephant Man no longer
seems to be a monster. Lynch also
enforces the fact that Merrick is
an intelligent, imaginative, emotional man trapped within a
horrendous body to evoke the
viewer's pity.
The cruelty of the people with
whom Merrick comes in contact
provides the basic theme of the
film and makes the viewer feel
more sympathy for the Elphant
Man. Not only do the obvioulsy
ignorant drunkards of London gettheir
thrills from
abusing
Merrick, but the influential citizens come to gawk at him too.
The Elephant Man is beaten and
horribly badgered by his keeper
at the carnival, and even in the
hospital, he cannot avoid ex-

'Trial by Jury'

Talented Student
PerforlDances

!

then "dumping" the daughter.
Bridesmaids, played by Michele
Nathan and Ann Edris, were
flirtatious and coy respectively,
and Edris was the current flame
of the defendant's amorous desires.
The play moved along at a
delightful pace, with constant
musical bantering between the
defendant, jury and the judge.
Solos sung by Carney, Gerber,
and Wickersham were very well
done. The jury and bridesmaids
also sang a number of tunes
during the court proceedings. The
final song was performed by the
entire cast in harmony. All ended
well. not only for the begrudging
Carney, but also for the defendant. Court was adjourned when
the judge asked for the hand of
Miss Carney in marriage. This
freed Gerber to marry his true
love, the bridesmaid Miss Edris.
The cast received a hearty
applause. Members of the cast
reported that they enjoyed preparing for and performing in the
play. It is easy to understand
why, as it moved quickly along
with its humorous spirit.

ploitation because Dr. Treves also
finds himself using Merrick for
science's sake. Lynch, at times,
goes a little overboard with the
disgusting abuses to which
Merrick is subjected; however,
this does not detract from the
strength of the film's message.
With the aid of several fantastically terrifying dream sequences

viewer in a zombie-eyed state of
shock, Lynch does convey a
feeling of hope through the
characters of Mrs. Kendall
(delicately portrayed by Anne
Bancroft) and the othet freaks in
the carnival who show Merrick
compassion.
Lynch's The Elephant Man is
definitely a must for everyone

-I AM NOT AN ANIMAL!
I AM A HUMAN BEING!
l...AM ... AMANI"

which occur within Merrick's
mind, the audeince is able to see
life from the Elephant Man's
point of view. The background
music also adds subtle flavor to
the generally suspenseful tone
while creating a sense of beauty
which comliments
Merrick's
beautiful character. Although the
film is guaranteed to leave the

(excepting, perhaps, children
who would be frightened by
Merrick's ugliness) and is well
worth the $3.50 admission price.
Not only does it relay a
meaningful message which is
especially pertinent in modern
society, but it also makes the
audience appreciate the value of
sensitivity towards others.

'A Marriage Prop08al'

Pro Theatre Oper:t s
by Ken Taylor '84
The campus community was
treated to a rare performance last
weekend when a branch of ProTheatre presented A Marriage
Proposal, a comedy-farce by Anton Chekhov.
The play opened to a full house
Thursday night, and drew large
crowds for its next two performances. This marked the first
official opening of a regular
season play in the new Ritter
Center for the Dramatic Arts.
The play was directed by senior
Rebecca Dunn, President of ProTheatre at Ursinus. She cast
Robert Crpll as Stephan Stepanovitch, a Russian landowner who is
henpecked to the point of agreeing with his daughter's every
whim; and Carl Buck as Ivan
Vasiliyitch Lomov, a hypochondriac who is so concerned with
expanding his properties that he
is blind to the love that later
overtakes him. The girl to whom
the proposal is directed is Natalia
Stepanova Tschubukov, played by
Christine Battle, who gave a
convincing performance as a lovestarved Russian peasant girl.
The play opens with the gouty
Lomov discussing the position of
marriage with his neighbor, Stepan Tschubukov. At the mention
of getting rid of his daughter,
Tschubukov flys into a joyous fit
and runs off to get Natalia. The
arrival of Natalia marked the most
amusing scene of the play when
Lomov., trying to avoid the
inevitable proposal, starts a petty
argument over the possession of a

mere few acres of ground. The
argument turns into a full-fledged
conflict involving all three characters. The insults traded here
result in the angered departure of
tbe pill-popping Lomov.
Natalia breaks into hysteria
upon hearing the intention of
Lomov, and she demands that her
father run out and get him back.
Lomov returns and has another of
his many heart palpitations, as a
less than sympathetic Natalia
badgers him on another petty
issue. This second barrage of
insults on Lomov brings about his
"death." Fortunately for Natalia,
Lomov revives and finds that she
is agreeable to the marriage
proposal.
The play was highlighted by
very good and convincing acting
by all three actors. Croll- was a
very believable father, with all ot
the characteristics of a man who
has to deal with his mixed-up
daughter. Buck, in his first performance for ProTheatre, was an
excellent Lomov, and he was very
amusing, especially in the argument scenes, with his timing and
delivery. The part of Natalia was
handled wonderfully by Battle,
who charmed the audience into
feeling that they actually were in
mid-nineteenth century 'Russia.
Overall, the play was well
received by all who attended. The
majority of the praise should go to
the director, Rebecca Dunn, who
, translated the farce into an enjoyble modem day comedy. Hopefully, this is only an indication of
things to come in the way of
dramatics at Ursinus.
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by JO(J Blflilb
Right from the start, Maxwell was destined to be a loser.
He was born the day the Stock
Market crashed, and things
went downhill from there. His
entire youth was populated
with thousands upon thousands of veets.
Quite often, Maxie's parents would put cotton in their
ears so they wouldn't hear the
little guy crying for his 4 a.m.
feeding. And when they did
wake up, they'd shove cotton
in his mouth to shut him up.
Growing up during the Depression was not easy, especially not for a wimpy chump
like Maxie. While the rest of
the neighborhood boys were
chopping wood, and tending
the farm, Maxwell would help
mommy with the wash. He
looked so cute in his little pink
apron that all the other guys
abused him to no end.
And, when all the other kids
were playing football in the
afternoon, Maxie would sit
home and do his schoolwork.
When he dared to join in the
game, he always took a beating.
Educ~tion was not a popular
item during such difficult economic times, but Maxwell
wanted to pursue his intellectual capabilities. Following in
the footsteps of John-boy
Walton, he decided to attend
college, and chose Bowie State,
"the school for young Americans." He· felt at home now
because he was with his own
kind.
Like every collegiate frosh,
Maxwell set his goals high. He
was fascinated with the business world and decided to
shoot for a CPA. The Accounting Department at Bowie was
very tough, so henad to spend
most of his day behind a
textbook. But he had the
desire and he had the motivation. He was determined to
succeed.
And succeed he did. He
graduated in 1950 with honors,
and the faculty expected big
things from Maxwell. After
working a few years in a local
firm, he decided tQ take the
CPA exam. He figured it to be
a breeze.
The two-day test is feared
by most, but not by the wizard
of Bowie State. He cruised
through it, and said afterward,

"I really think I did well." He
was in for quite a shock when
he got the results. Maxwell
failed to pass and now his
career was in jeopardy.
Unable to succeed in his
chosen field, Maxwell decided
to return to education as a
teacher, and really crack dowr
on hopeful accountants. He
started out teaching bask
principles at Bowie, but few
students were able to pass his
course.
Looking for advancement,
he then took a job here at
Ursinus in 1965. In 15 years,
he has worked his way up the
ladder, from 111-112 to Department Chairman, full professorship and instructor in
two relatively new courses,
Seminar in Current Accounting Problems and International Accounting. And only Dr.
Pitt has been able to achieve
consistently lower averages on
tests.
Recently, Maxwell was lecturing his International class
on how exchange rates affect
straight-line depreciation. T
hobbled into class on crutches
10 minutes late and Maxwell
made a biting comment on
punctuality. He was apparently unaware of the student's
tragic accident. T was thrown
out of the house 'and, while
attempting to cross the street,
was trampled by a stray heifer
from Walebe Farms.
While trying to resume his
lecture, Maxwell was stunned
by .one of the rudest displays
he's ever encountered. He
summoned the student, who
had yawned without covering
his mouth, to the front of the
room. After a verbal lashing,
Maxwell made the poor boy
stand in front of the class with
his mouth wide open, as if ttl
catch flies, for the remaining
35 minutes of the class.
"Between the iron gates of
fate,
The seeds of time were sown,
And watered by the deeds of
those
Who know aQd who are known;
Knowledge is a deadly friend
When no one sets the rules.
The fate of all mankind I see
Is in the hands of fools."
-Peter Sinfield

In 1860 Abraham Lincoln became the first winning
Presidential candidate of the Republican Party.

A

m~tter of "life and.death"

A~~s~5u!! T~~::x~u!.,~ m~~!l~~~cati~~~a~br::
Dr. George T. Baker, Ill,
conducted a Forum entitled
"Aging - A Matter of Life and
Death," last Wednesday, November 5, in Wismer Auditorium.
All campus classes at 9:00 a.m.
were cancelled for the event, and
a good-sized crowd turned out to
hear Baker's presentation.
Baker, Director of the Institute
on Aging and Associate Professor

partment oJ Biological Sciences,
is well qualified to speak on this
topic. He is associated with the
Philadelphia Geriatric Center,
and has held research and teaching posts in Germany, the University of Zurich, and Harvard
Medical School, among others.
He has also lectured extensively
in the United States and Europe
and is the author or co-author of

Variety!
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Another Baltz success ...

Coffeehouse Sings
The Right Tune
by Barbara Foley '83
Ron Baltz and hiS guitar,
Jenny, did another great job in
the Union this past Friday night,
November 7. He was not scheduled to perform until 8:30 p.m.,
but since advertisements slated
the coffeehouse for 8:00 p.m., he
compromised and began playing
at around 8:15.

"Steppin' Out," his theme
song, was the first song of the.
evening. He wrote it two summers ago. Following this, Ron
told some stories about his student teaching and led a sing-along to "Puff the Magic Dragon."
There was a lot of audience
:participation during this number
and also during "Desperado," a
song by the Eagles. Following
this came songs by Simon and
Garfunkel, Neil Young, Jim Croce,

America and Harry Chapin. He
also did a medley of Led Zeppelin
tunes. Other selections included
songs by Cat Stevens, the Rolling
Stones, Grateful Dead, Elton
John, James Taylor and The
Who. His repertoire also included
two other songs he wrote, "I'll Go
Mine" and "Choices."
It never ceases to amaze me
what Ron Baltz can do with a
song. Most of them are mellow,
relaxing and easy listening tunes
into which he ' puts incredible
feeling when he sings. Ron has
the ability to reach inside eat:h
member of the audience to make
them feel his song. Listeners find
t/lemselves listening and relating
to the }yords Baltz sings.
It was a very enjoyable two
hours. Baltz closed the evening
with his most requested song,
"Amy," by Pure Prairie League.

and two dozen scientific abstracts.
He is the recipient of many
awards, honors and fellowships.
The Study of Gerontology
Baker introduced his topic by
explaining that gerontology is
interdisciplinary. All branches of
science are able to do research
that will advance the study of
gerontology.
"We are a nation growing
older," says Baker. lherefore,"
every field of scientific research
should be concerned with aging."
By the year 2030, there will be
65 million people over the age of
65. For this reason, it is obvious
why those in the field of biological
gerontology must be concerned
not only with increasing the mean
lifespan, but also, the quality of
life of our older citizens.
This means that the Social
Security system, which was designed to supplement the incomes
of the elderly, will have to be
revised to fit a base of 2.6 workers
to every one who has retired. This
is in contrast to a base of four
workers to each one who has
retired, as the system was originally planned.
The attitudes of people toward
the elderly will also have to
change. Intolerance will, eventually, have to end. Baker is hopeful
tHat .t he attitudes will begin to
change in the next decade.
In the meantime, there are
careers in gerontology. One area
is industrial gerontology, which is
an overview of all aspects of
gerontology and an in-depth view
of managerial positions that can
be held. The other important field
of study is clinical nutrition,
which includes dieticians and the
study of vitamins to improve
longevity. Baker believes that the
quality of life should improve
along with longevity and he is
working toward both goals.

En Garde, Ursinus!
by Amy Angst '84
Debbie Scimeca '84
Just about everyone, at one
ltime or another, has been mesmerized by the romance of fencing in such legends as Zorro, The
Count of Monte Cristo and The
Three Musketeers. It really was
no surprise, therefore, that a
large number of students attended the Fencing Clinic on October
15th.
Conducted by Roxanne Busch,
Fencing Coach of Temple University, the Fencing Clinic was
enjoyable and educational. The
secrets behind those elegant
moves, carried out with such
ease, were revealed, although to
some in a painful manner. First,
everyone lined up and stretched.
Exercise before fencing is not just
for warm-up; the theory is what is not there can't be hit!

Following the warm-up, Busch supplies en~oyment as a lifetime
tensed and encouraged the par- sport. There are also no limits in
ticipants. The group began utiliz- fencing styles. To those who are
ing muscles that they may not
have realized existed. After
teaching them the stance, advance, and retreat, Busch pro~
ceeded to have an imaginary bout
~
against the 53 participants. Of
course, she proved victorious in athletically inclined it offers the
thrusting against the invisible opportunity to be competitive in
combat sport. It has recently been
swords.
established as part of the OlymAfter their first hand expen
ence of the basics of fencing, the pics. Masters of intimidation, and
group reclined on the bleachers lovers of drama will also enjoy
and appreciated the position of this sport. Fencing also appeals to
. each experienced fencer in the the most calculating and academdemonstration bouts. Through ic-minded, . whose bodies may
this exercise, the rules of fencing have never experienced activity
before. It is an individualistic
could be shown in detail.
It is overwhelming to see the sport for which scholarships are
attraction fencing now holds for now available.
As a result of interest shown at
so many people. There are no age
limits in fencing and therefore it
(Contlnuld on Page Thr..)
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FinalExaminationSchedule

Field Hockey

December 12-19, 1980

Headinf{ for Nationals

FridaY - December 12-9:00AM Sat.ardal - Deoemlilr lJ-9lOqAJI
(Pattern 5)
003-120
Econ 31J
018-108
French 101 I, II
LSB-354
B101ogy 415
018-108
French
203
I-III
018-315
Chem 405
French 315 I
018-103
Comm Arts 201 IV 018-0161.
018-103
French 315 II
LSB-350
Econ 101 IV
LSB-348
Psych
335
018-108
Econ 111 I I
Spanish 101 I-IV
040-001
003-212
Econ 325 I
Spanlsh 203 I-IV
040-001
003-106
Eng. Li t. 21 9 I
04<>-012
Eng.Llt.339
Saturday - December 1)-1:00PM
LIB-317
German 307
H.H-202
H & PE 131
German 101 I,ll 040-007,00B
003-211
Hlstory 303
German 203 I-III
040-001
Hlstory 315 040-007,008
Hlstory 409
LIB-225
H.H-211
Latln 203
Psych 409
LSB-348
003-120
Math 101 III
018-103
Math 102 IV
Monday - December lS-9:00AM
018-102F
Math 111 II
(Pattern 9)
018-001
Math 341
H.H-208
Phil & Re 1 201
Chem 321
018-211
018-119
Physlcs 203
Econ 101 VII
003-212
Pol.Scl. 101 I I 003-108
Econ 307 I
040-007
Pol.Sc1. 101 III 003-109
Econ 316 I
018-119
018-10ZA
Pol.Scl. 211
Eng.Comp.205
040-012
040-001
Psych 101
040-011
Eng. Lit.305
LSB-348
Psych 311
Flne Arts 201
040-001
Psych 417
003-100
French 30.5
040-004
040-005
Spanish 30.5
. French 315 II
018-10ZA
003-014
FrldaY - December 12-1:00PM German 309
(Pattern 6)
Hlstory 311
003-211
018-108
Hath 171
018-102F
Math 241 II
A nthro 101
040-001
Math 271
018-103
Chem 413
018-211
040-008
Comm Arts 201 IV 003-100
Hath 311
Phll 209
040-009
Econ 101 V
003-109
Pol.Scl.101 V
Econ 111 III
040-007
003-109
003-108
Econ 325 II
003-200
Pol.Scl.207
Psych 102
LSB-350
Econ 435 I
003-108
Psych 337 I
LSB-354
Eng.Lit.315
040-011
French 413
COR-023
Spanish 315 II
040-009
Greek 101
LSB-330
l-1onday - December 15-1: OOPM
H & PE 351
H.H-202
(Pattern 2)
Hath 211 II
018-103
018-102F
Biology 321
Hath 451
LSB-350
Muslc 203
003-226
Blo1ogy 425
LSB-002
Pol.Scl.21.5
040-005
Chem 111
01B-l0B
Psych 111
LSB-348
Chem 309
01B-211
Psych 112
LSB-348
C A t 201 II
003-100
Math 111 (INT)
018-108
E~: lfl s I
003-106
Frlday - December 12-7:00PM Econ 306
003-200
010-100A
Flne Arts 303 I
Geology 101
01B-211

H & PE 36.5
History 21J II
Hath 211 I
Math 241 III
Hath 411
Phil 10.5

Tues{DeOember ~6-9:00AM
Pattern j
Blology 315
LSB-3.50
Chem Z07
01B-l0B
Comm Arts201 III01B-l0ZA
Econ 101 II
003-200
Econ 101 III
H.H-202
Econ ZOl
003-212
Eng.~t.327
040-012
French 315 I
H.H-ZOB
H & PE 35.5
H.H-Z02
History 321
003-211
Hath 101 II
003-120
Math 23.5
01B-l03
Hath 371
01B-l02F
Physlcs 207
01B-119
Physics 315
01B-00l
Pol.Scl.101 I 003-108
Pol.Scl.203
003-106
Pol.SCi.20.5 I LSB-348
Pol.Scl.Z09
003-100
Psych 351
LSB-354
Spanlsh 31.5 I 018-Z11
World Lit 201 1040-001
Tues.December 16-1:00PH
E~i1sh Comp 101
I Bieriy)
040-001
II,XI (Storey) 040-001
III,IV(Dolman) 01B-l0B
V,IX(Perreten) 01B-l0B
VI (Bozorth)
040-001
VII,X(Edwards) 003-120
VIII (Hl11)
003-120
wedl'DeCember 17 -9:00AM
Pattern 4)
Blology 111
Chem 101
H & PE 363
Hlstory 213 I
Math 101 I
Phil 101
Physlcs 103

Wed. December , Z - 1,:00 PM
(Pattern 1

Thurs t December 1B - 1:00 PM
Pattern 8)

Comm Arts 201 I
Econ 215
H & PE 241
Physlcs 111
Physlcs 401

Blology 101
Blology 317
Chem ,098
Chem 13a'
Econ ~07 II
Econ 36
Eng.Lit.203
Eng.Li t.335
H & PE 361
Pa. Dutch 305
Psych 210 I
Soclology 101 I

Thurs~eCember

(

ttern 7)

003-100
003-102
H.H-211
01B-l0B
01B-119
1B-2:00 AM

LSB-l07
Blology 333
Chem Z03
018-31.5
Chem 311
01B-305
Econ 101 VI
003-120
003-212
Econ 325 III
003-200
Eng.Llt.209
040-012
Eng.Ll t.21J
LIB-317
German 305
040-011
Greek 203
040-001.,004,00.5
Hlstory 101
018-102F
Math 111 III
Math 241 IV
01B-l03
018-0161.
Math 33.5
003-226
Muslc 301
H.H-20B
Phil 203
Physlcs 111 (INT) 01B-l0B
Pol.Scl.101 IV
003-109
Pol.Scl.205 II
003-100
Psych 108
LSB-354
Psych 223
LSB-3~0
Psych 437
LSB-3 B
World Lit.201 II 040-00.5

H.H..202
003-211
018-103
01B-l0ZF
018-0161.
COB-023

OlB-l0B
01B-315
H.H-Z02
003-106
003-120
003-014
01B-00l

01B-l0B
040-001
018-211
01B-305
003-120
003-Z11
040-007
040-01Z
H.R-ZOB
003-014
LSB-348
LSB-350

Frldaf December 12 - 2:00 AM
pattern 11
Econ 321
Econ 437 I
Hlstory 30.5
Hlstory 323
Hlstory 327
Math 101 IV
Physlcs 207a
Psych 224

003-120
003-014
003-211
003-106
040-004
040-008
018-003
LSB-350

Frldaf Decellber 12 - 1:00 PM
Pattern 10)
Econ 435 II
Eng.Li t. 219 II
Flne Arts 303 II
Hlstory 429 I
Hlstory 431 I
Phil 103
Pol. Sc1. 311
Pol. Scl . 313
Socl o1ogy 101 II

003-200
003-108
010-Z01A
LIB-225
LIB-317
COB 023
003-212
040-011
003-109

NOTE: Flnal Examlnatlona are, for the most part, scheduled
accordlng t o pattern meetlng tlmes. Flnal Exam1natl ons
should be admlnlstered at the tlme and ln the r oom
glven above. Any posslble omlssions and/or correctlons
should be promptly reported to Hr. BreMlller, Room 1 020,
Pfahler Hall, Tel.Ext. 209

(Continued from Peg. One)

against Lock Haven and would
determine whether or not Ursinus
would qualify for the National
Tournament. The Bears played a
little shaky, but they were up to
par. The first half ended in a I-I
tie. Scoring for the Bears was
Holmes on a rebound off of a good
shot from Junior Trish Delfemie.
Lock Haven's goal was debatable
as the set-up came from a
questionable hand stop off a
penalty comer.
In the second half, however, it
was junior Jill Snyder giving UC
the lead for the rest of the game
on a textbook perfect goal. Delfemie brought the ball down the
right side. She crossed it over and
Snyder made the perfect cut-in
for the ball and let go all
unbelievable shot that found the
hole to the left of the goalkeeper.
The win sent the Bears into the
National Tournament and set up a
seeding game (for the National's)
against Penn State. On Sunday,
November 9, Ursinus went up
against Penn State. The result
was perhaps one of the best
games of hockey played in a long
time. The game was very even
and very well played. All the
basics, stopping, passing and
shooting, were all executed perfectly. The first half ended in a
scoreless tie despite what appeared to be an Ursinus goal.
Tweed took a shot that developed

into a scramble in front of the
Penn State goal. Holmes got her
stick on the ball and it went into
the goal. However, the official
called a penalty stroke much to
the surprise of everyone on both
teams.
Penn State got on the board in
the last ten minutes of the game
with yet another disputed goal.
Penn State crossed the ball in
front of the Ursinus goal, and it
was then deflected toward the
goal. As it rolled slowly towards
the line both senior Deena Williamson and Delfemie rushed to
prevent a goal. However, as the
ball was laying on the line (the
whole ball must be over the line),
before the defense had a chance
to hit it out, a goal for Penn State
was declared.
Even though Penn State won
the game 1-0, the Bears were
happy with their performance.
Not only against Penn State, but,
in the tournament as a whole.
Senior co-captain Laurie Holmes
feels very positive about the
results of the tournament and is
very hopeful of Ursinus' chances
in the National Tournament, ".
am very hopeful that we will do
well. I think our chances are
good." The other co-captain,
senior Gina Buggy is just as
hopeful, "We are very confident
and optimistic. It is so close that
we can touch it."

Campus Life Committee
Discuss Greek Societies
(Continued from Pig. One)

membership openings and would
be unable to do so if a pledge was
withdrawn during pledging. it
was also implied that the first
warning slips do not truly indicate
the academic standing of the
pledge, and that other factors
influence the receiving of warning
slips. These factors include becoming acquainted with a professor's teaching habits, the class
and the type of test.
The rationale of the second
proposal was that pledging for
seven days over a three week
period rather than pledging for
approximately three weeks would
cut down on class and community
disturbance, and also lessen the
intensity of pledging. The Greek
societies, however , felt that it
pledging were limited to seven
days; it would become more
intense because each of those
seven days would include a
traditional activity. It was also
mentioned that restrictive rules
could lead to secret pledging.
Neither the fratern ities nor the
sororities feel that they use personal degradation during pledging. They emphasized that negative incidents are always given

the greatest amount of attention,
thus reflecting a bad image of the
societies. Also brought up was
the progress the Greek societies
are now making in recognizing
and eliminating negative features
within their organizations.
Another matter discussed was
the impact of pledging on grades.
According to some faculty memgers, the grades of students who
are pledging drop, although some
Greek society members claim that
grades are an individual factor
and should not be considered a
result of pledging.
It was generally decided that
the proposals are not satisfactory
to solve existing problems, and
that these problems are so individual {bat they cannot be handled by general rules . A suggestion agreed upon was that each
fraternity or sorority should identify individual problems, discuss
them with either Leslie March or
David Rebuck, Associate Deans
of Students, and attempt to
correct them. The final decision
concerning the entire report ot
the Committee on Values shall be
made on December 2, at the next
faculty meeting.
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Football Dow'n s Dickinson
(Conllnued from Paga Eight)
drove to the DiCkinson i7, but th~

march stalled there, and Fensterbush could not hit a 44 yarder.
The Red Devils then took. over,
and moved downfield to the
Ursinus 7, only to be foiled once
again by Reilly, as his end zone
interception dashed Dickinson's
hopes. The Red Devils were soon
knocking on the door once again,
/is Ursinus' second lost fumble
put Dickinson 46 yards from
paydirt. Dickinson did not waste
the opportunity, retaking the lead
at 14-10 less than a minute into
the fourth quarter on Mike Ridgeway's three yard run.
Five minutes later, Ursinus had
the lead for good. Starting on
their own 32 after Dickinson had
turned the ball over on downs, the
Bears went 68 yards in five plays,
the payoff coming on a 36 yard
touchdown pass from Walck to
Blubaugh. Set up by a nine yar:d
Walck-Freeman connection, a 14
yard Lonney Grove carry, and a
nine yard keeper by Walck,
Blubaugh took advantage of the
double coverage on outside receivers Freeman and Jay Repko
to easily beat his man deep. The
Fensterbush conversion made the
score 17-14, .but one had the
feeling that there would be more

Lonney Grove contributed 29
scoring.
There almost was. Ursinus yards and one TD on 10 carries . ..
chewed up nearly six valuable Receiving: Jay Repko three
minutes .on its next possession catches, 37 yards; Jack Freeman,
driving from its own 25 , to the four, for 61; John Btubaugh, four
Dickinson 25. When Dickinson for 56, one TD ... Terry Bazow'l>
finally got the ball on downs, nine tackles led the defensive
there were only 55 seconds ·Ieft in effort, along with Reilly's blocked
which to go 75 yards. A 25 yard punt and two interceptions. John
reception and run by Mumma on Gattuso added seven initial
fourth and 13 moved the ball near hits ... Season totals: Jim
midfield, from where Quarter- Rumer, 109 carries, 272 yards,
back Hockfield went for it all. two TD; Lonney Grove, 51-187Mike Milligan saved disaster by 3; Jeff Bright, 27-133. Jack
knocking the slightly under- Freeman leads the receivers with
thrown ball away from. the opel) 39 receptions for 520 yards and
Dickinson receiver. Leo Raffle five TD. Jay Repko has 19 grabs
then sealed the game on the next for 195 yards; John Blubaugh
play when he picked off a 17-253, two TD; Tom Delaney
Hockfield pass and juked around 8-117. Craig Walck has completed
101 of 206 for 1216 yards, seven
until the clock expired.
BEAR F ACI'S: Craig Walck and TDs, 15 int ... Despite not being
Tim Reilly both received honor- a full time player earlier in the
able mention on the latest ECAC season, Terry Bazow leads the
Team of the Week for their defensive stats with 54 initial
outstanding games against Dick- tackles and 12 assists. Fellow
inson. Lack of space in previous linebacker Keith Beck is next with
editions prevented note of the fact 48 initial, and 11 assists. Brian
that Reilly received similar hon- Lyman and Tim Reilly lead with
ors for his game against Lebanon three interceptions each; Beck
Valley, as did Jack Freeman for and' Sabia have recovered three
his outstanding effort against fumbles, and Matt Delao is
Swarthmore ... Free Safety Nick credited with forcing three fum, Sabia will miss the remainder of bles . . . Last home game tomorthe season due to a knee injury row at 1:00 vs. powerful Gettyssuffered in the first half ... burg. Graduating seniors will be
Along with Walck and Rumer,
honored.

Toys .for Tots Campaign •••

Delta ·Pi Defeats
Marines
In FOQtba11
Delta Pi Sigma Fraternity has
reported a,n other successful Toys
for Tots campaign this year. Delta
Pi collected a truckload of toys to
donate to needy children. Also,
they defeated the Willow Grove
Air Base championship team,
33-17, in their Second Annual
Toys for Tots football game on
Saturday, November 1.
The tradition started last year
when the Marines came to Ursinus to play the intramural football
champions, Delta Pi. The game
'was played to draw attention to
the Marines' campaign to collect

toys for underprivileged children.
Admission to the game was a toy.
This year's effort was even
more beneficial than last year, as
parents, friends and the whole
Marine base showed up at the
game with toys. Delta Pi collected
·toys from the Collegeville community, in addition to the
brothers' own contributions from
home.
Delta Pi defeated the Marine
team for the second year in a
row, and has set the f~undation
for a very rewarding tradition.

Grizzly Top Ten
Only a little shake up this week.
Florida State stays on top, followed by Georgia. Notre Dame,
however, drops a few notches this
week because of its tie with
Georgia Tech. Ohio State also
falls a bit, undoubtedly due to a
lackluster defensive effort against
Illinois. Penn State shoots up a
few notches, while Oklahoma and
Baylor rejoin the Top Ten. UCLA
is the only team to depart this
week, thanks to its second
straight loss.
(first place votes in parentheses)
rank
team
pts.
1. Florida State (l01/])
145 1/]
2. Georgia (41/])
3. USC
4. Nebraska
5. Notre Dame
6. Alabama
7. Penn State
8. Pitt
9. Ohio State
10. Oklahoma
10. Baylor
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Fell Short 'at MAC's

. Disappointing Weeken'd
For 'Volleyball
::

by Diane Vlnclguerra'84
The Ursinus Volleyball Team
traveled to Franklin and Marshall
College to participate in the MAC
Volleyball Tournament on Friday,
November 7. The team, despite
its spirited efforts, was uanble to
capture the tournament title.
The Bears were first challenged
by Gettysburg College, a team
they had previously faced during
the regular season. Ursinus, having problems organizing its defense, was overcome by Gettysburg's powerhouse hitters.
The team's second opponent
was Juniata College. Juniata
paced the game with its overwhelming offensive strategy. Although Juniata dominated most
of the match, Ursinus posed a

threat to the opponents midway
through the second game of the
match. Juniata, however, eventually defeated the Bruins, giving
them a win which advanced them
to a semi-final spot in the
tournament.
The Bears' final competitor of
the day was the University of
Scranton. They started the' match
attacking the Scranton defense.
Super spikes delivered by Margaret Tomlinson guided the team
to a decisive victory.
Despite the disappointing tournament loss, Ursinus left Franklin
and Marshall with high hopes for
next year. With five of the six
starting team members returning,
the Bears are confident of a better
performance next season.

Fearless Friday Forecast
by COnt Speen '82
Baltimore at Detroit
Colts by 3 over Lions. Detroit
will have a tough time holding
on to division lead.
Buffalo at Clnclnnati
Bills by a touchdown as they try
to earn a playoff spot.
San Fnnclsco at Miami
San Francisco by 2 points.
Miami has the home field advantage but that's all. Hilton is
the key.
Los Angeles at New EnglaDd
Patriots by 3 points. Possible
playoff spots on the line for
both teams, tough game.
New York Jets at Denver
Broncos by 5 points in an offensive struggle. Neither team
plays the touch D.
Clevelud at Plttsburgb
Steelers by 2 points. Tough
battle, neither team can afford
to lose.
Houston at Cblcago
Oilers by a touchdown comiilg

off big Monday night win.
Kan888 City at San Diego
Chargers by 8 points. Fouts
passing attack too tough for
Chiefs.
St. Louts at D.u..
Cowboys by 3. Cards are tough
but Dallas won't lose two in a
row.
Green Bay at N.Y. Giants
Packers by a touchdown.
When's the last time the Giants
have won two in a row?
Eagles at Wablngton
Birds by 11 as the train keeps
rolling.
Tampa at MInnesota
Vikes by 5 points. Minnesota
must win for a playoff spot to
be possible.
New Orleans at Atlanta
Atlanta by 9 points. Saints
can't buy a win.
Monday Night, Nov. 17
Oakland at Seattle
Raiders by 3 as they are on the
march.

Schrader's ARCO Station
460 Main St.

Fans of a" ages watched the UC Bears defeat Dickinson In
last Saturday's football game.

..
Harriers Take MAC Title
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Re/{ionals Tomorrow at Lebanon Valley •
by Brian Ballard '81
This was the race. It was the
meet that mattered most and at
meet's end it was a sweet victory
for the Bear Pack. Pat Walker
used a strong kick to capture first
place honors at the MAC Championships. His performance led
the Bears to their first MAC Team
Championship since 1969.
The race was run in typical
Bear Pack fashion. Ursinus runners took first, third, sixth,
eleventh and eighteenth for a first
place total of 39. Haverford
finished a distant second with 81
points.
Walker led for most of the race.
He blazed the first mile in 4:38.
"I was scared to death," Walker
stated. "Anytime you go out that
fast you're constantly watching
for someone to sneak up on you."
His fear became reality when at
the 3.5 mile mark, a Gettysburg
runner ran past Pat to take the
lead. Fortunately, freshman Neil
Brown followed close on the

would remain that way until there
was only a half mile left in the
race. It was here that Walker
made his move, The final half
mile was the most difficult part of
the race. There was a long hill
followed by about 100 yards to the
finish line. Moving up the hill Pat
passed Brown into second place.
At the top of the hill Pat caught
the Gettysburg runner. They ran
together for a few steps and then
Pat accelerated past the other
runner to win by about 10 yards.
His time was 25 :15. Brown finished a few second behind at
25:20 to take third place. Soon to
follow behind Brown was senior
co-captain Ron Shaiko who took
sixth place overall. Junior Jon
Perrotto finished 11 th for the
Bears.
Perhaps the biggest story belongs to freshman Dominick Buda.
"D.D" was not counted for a top
place finish. It was hoped that
senior Dave Garner would be able

to overcome his ankle problems;
however, this was not to be the
case.
At the three mile mark, Buda
was running on the 30th place.
"His pace was," as D.D. said,
"without question the fastest of
my life." D.D. didn't know where
his teammates were at this point.
Coach Rob Shoudt called to Buda
telling him he was the fifth man.
Buda at this point called on
something from within and increased his pace. Dominick closed
on the other runners moving into
26th place at the top of the final
hill. In the last 100 yards Dominick made a furious kill to the
finish passing so~e 8 other
runners to finish 18th and round
out the Bears' scoring.
The next meet for the Bears is
this Saturday at the NCAA Division III Eastern Regional Championships to be held at Lebanon
Valley College. Last year, the
Bears finished in 6th place just 12
points shy of qualifying for a trip
to Nationals.

Demas, Rho To Meet In Hockey Finals
by John Fuller Hll
Regular season champions Sig
Rho defeated fourth place Delta
Pi 9-8 (O.T.) and 13-5 to take the
best of three series and advanced
to the finals of the Ursin us
Intramural Hockey League Playoffs against Delta Mu Sigma.
Demas had earlier completed a
two game sweep of second place
Wilkinson II by scores of 12-9
and 13-8.
In the first round on Tuesday
night, a rusty Rho team had fallen
behind 6-2 late in the second
period as the Islanders (Delta Pi)
received an outstanding performance by goalkeeper Joe Paesani. The new Utility Gym brought on the rebirth of Intramural Floor
There was also some excellent Hockey. This year's championship playoffs will be held this
offensive play by Larry "Wheels" coming week.
Lerman, Keith Lulewich and Rich
Tisone. However, a pair of quick
goals at this point by rookie Scott minutes left, but five unanswered
the Islanders. Jim "Q" Nowrey
Hill changed the tempo of the goals powered Demas to victory
performed brilliantly again in the
game as Rho scored six strasight as a hat trick by Jim Decons went
nets for Rho, as he has done all
to pull ahead by an 8-6 score, and to waste. Demas received good
season. The key to victory for the
the score would remain that way efforts by Jeff Jewitt, Bill Moreundefeated Rho club was an
until the' final minute and a half. house and John Collins. Walt
outstanding performance by their
The Deltans then exploded for Peppleman performed well for
second unit, which consists of
two quick goals to waste good Wilkie II.
Scott Hill, Steve Palone and Drew
efforts by Bill Hutchinson and
Demas completed the upset Pecora on the line along with
T/)m Delaney and send the game sweep on Wednesday night, 13-8.
Kevin McCormick on defense.
into overtime. Three seconds into A change of goalkeepers was not
The unit was "on the ice" for 10
O.T. the Islanders were "wilbur- enough as Demas received fine
goals offensively while allowing
ized" as Billy McDonnell took the efforts by Jim Tobin, Jim Wildefaceoff and blasted a slapshot man and Bob Havoc. John Squire none defensively for a rating of
plus 10.
from center ice past the stunned and Hunter worked hard for
The finals between Rho and
Paesani.
Wilkie but it was not enough to
Demas will be a best of three
In the second game, some change the tempo of the fightseries which will be played next
mean goal tending by Roland marred game.
week, and it is guaranteed to be a
Desalits kept Wilkinson II up on a
Rho then wrapped-up their trip barn burner.
pair of goals with less than four to the finals with a big win over

/

Fullback Lonney Grove fights for ~ardage against Dickinson.

3rd Straight Over Red Devils .••

Grizzlies Win Behind
Solid Offensive Effort
It took a lot longer than most
had expected, but Ursinus fmally
put back· to-back wins together
thanks to Saturday's 17-14 victory
over Dickinson. By improving
their record to 3·5, the Bears still
have an opportunity to salvage a
.500 season out of what once
looked like an extremely dismal
year.
Victory number three was accomplished in a large part due to
the best overall offensive performance of the season, as the
403 yards total offense rolled up
Saturday are second only to the
488 yards gained against Johns
Hopkins. However, the penalties
that were such a problem that day
were nowhere to be found against
Dickinson. Leading the way for
the offense was, once again,
Quarterback Craig Walek, who
rushed nine times for 50 yards,
and completed 17 of 27 passes for
194 yards, one touchdown, and no
interceptions. Also, Halfback Jim
Rumer enjoyed his best game of
the season as he picked up 130
yards on 28 carries.
Defensively, the Bears' performance was not quite up to par.
"They just weren't as intense as
usual," stated Coach Larry Karas.
Despite that, the defense and
special teams combined to set up
the first score of the game. On
Dickinson's first possession, the
Red Devils found themselves
facing a fourth and six from the,ir
own 35. Hal Hockfield dropped
back in punt formation only to
show that Dickinson hadn't stu,died the films of Ursinus' last
game very well. Picking up right
where he left off against Lebanon
Valley, Tim Reilly, as well as
Mike Milligan, charged through
to partially block the Hockfield
punt. The ball was downed on the
Dickinson 49, at which point the
Grizzly offense went to work.
After a holding penalty moved the
ball back to the Ursinus 36, a
Walck keeper followed by a

Walck to Jack Freeman- completion had the Bruins at the Red
Devil 43. Lonney Grove carried
twice to get a first down at the 37.
Following a four yard loss, two
Walck aerials to tight end John
Blubaugh plus a piling on penalty
against Dickinson pushed the ball
to the 14. Four plays later, the
ball was on the nine, and Bruce
Fensterbush's 27 yard field goal
put Ursinus up 3-0.
Dickinson wasted little time
answering that score, as the Red
Devils took the ensuing kickoff
and drove 73 yards for the
go-ahead touchdown. Leading the
way was running back Scott
Mumma, who carried seven
times for 56 yards during the
drive. Mumma scampered 37
yards to open the drive, and
finished it off with a two yard
plunge for the score early in the
second quarter.
Not to be outdone, the Ursinus
offense came out and ripped off a
73 yard touchdown march of its
own. Most of this yardage came
when Walck turned the far corner,
got loose on the sideline, and
followed several excellent downfield blocks in what ended up as a
51 yard jaunt from the Ursinus 31
to the Dickinson 18. Rumer
followed that with a 14 yard
gallop to the four, and then got to
the two on the next play. Two
plays later, Fullback LOl1ney
Grove went over the top from
one yard out, and Ursinus had
regained the lead at 10-7. The
remainder of the first half was
scoreless despite a successful
fake punt by Dickinson, and then
a surge by the Ursinus offense
that moved the ball 35 yards to
the Dickinson 19 late in the half,
only to be halted by a fumble.
Both teams came up short on
scoring opportunities in the third
quarter. A Tim Reilly interception
early in the quarter set up
Ursinus at its own 48. The Bears
(Continued on ' ..........)

